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§9 Compensating Resource Limitations§9 Compensating Resource Limitations
aspects of compensationaspects of compensation

information principle equationinformation principle equation
consistency and responsivenessconsistency and responsiveness
scalabilityscalability

protocol optimizationprotocol optimization
dead reckoningdead reckoning
local perception filterslocal perception filters
synchronized simulationsynchronized simulation
areaarea--ofof--interest filteringinterest filtering

InformationInformation--CentricCentric View of ResourcesView of Resources

Bandwidth requirements increase Bandwidth requirements increase 
with the number of with the number of playersplayers
Each additional Each additional playerplayer

must receive the initial must receive the initial gamegame
state and the updates that other state and the updates that other 
users are already receivingusers are already receiving
introduces new updates to the introduces new updates to the 
existing existing shared stateshared state and new and new 
interactions interactions with thewith the existing existing 
playersplayers
introduces new shared introduces new shared statestate

Additional Additional playersplayers require require 
additional processor cycles at additional processor cycles at 
the existing the existing player’splayer’s hosthost
Each additional Each additional playerplayer

introduces new elements to introduces new elements to 
renderrender
increases the amount of increases the amount of 
caching (new shared state )caching (new shared state )
increases the number of increases the number of 
updates to receive and handleupdates to receive and handle

InformationInformation PrinciplePrinciple

The most scalable The most scalable networked applicationnetworked application is the one that doesis the one that does
not require not require networkingnetworking

ToTo achieve scalability and performance, achieve scalability and performance, thethe overall resource overall resource 
penalty incurred within penalty incurred within a networked application must be a networked application must be 
reducedreduced

The resource utilization is directly related to the amount of 
information that must be sent and received by each host and 
how quickly that information must be delivered by the 
network.

The resource utilization The resource utilization isis directly related to the amount of directly related to the amount of 
information that must be sent and received by each host and information that must be sent and received by each host and 
how quickly that information must be delivered by the how quickly that information must be delivered by the 
network.network.

Information Principle EquationInformation Principle Equation
Resources = Resources = MM × × HH × × BB × × TT × × PP

MM == number of number of mmessages transmittedessages transmitted
HH == average number of destination average number of destination hhosts for each messageosts for each message
BB == average amount of network average amount of network bbandwidth required for a andwidth required for a 

message to each destinationmessage to each destination
TT == ttimeliness in which the network must deliver packets to each imeliness in which the network must deliver packets to each 

destinationdestination
PP == number of number of pprocessor cycles required to receive and process rocessor cycles required to receive and process 

each messageeach message

Information Principle Equation as a ToolInformation Principle Equation as a Tool
Each reduction  Each reduction  ⇒⇒ a compensating increase or a compensating a compensating increase or a compensating 
degradation in the qualitydegradation in the quality
How to modify depends on the applicationHow to modify depends on the application

MM HH BB TT PP

Dead ReckoningDead Reckoning

Information Principle Information Principle Equation: ExamplesEquation: Examples

MM HH BB TT PP MM HH BB TT PP

ServerServer--networknetwork

p1,1 p1,2 p1,n

p2,1 p2,2 p2,n p3,1 p3,2 p3,n

Server 2  Server 3

 Server 1

MessageMessage compressioncompression
36 bytes36 bytes

24 bytes24 bytes
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Consistency and ResponsivenessConsistency and Responsiveness
consistencyconsistency

similarity of the view to the data in the nodes belonging to a nsimilarity of the view to the data in the nodes belonging to a networketwork
responsivenessresponsiveness

delay that it takes for an update event to be registered by the delay that it takes for an update event to be registered by the nodesnodes
traditionally, consistency is importanttraditionally, consistency is important

distributed databasesdistributed databases
realreal--time interaction time interaction ⇒⇒ responsiveness is important and consistency can be responsiveness is important and consistency can be 
compromisedcompromised

⇒⇒ the game world can either bethe game world can either be
a a dynamic worlddynamic world in which information changes frequently orin which information changes frequently or
a a consistent worldconsistent world in which all nodes maintain identical informationin which all nodes maintain identical information

but it cannot be bothbut it cannot be both

Absolute ConsistencyAbsolute Consistency
To guarantee To guarantee absolute consistencyabsolute consistency among the among the nodes,nodes, the data source must wait until the data source must wait until 
everybody has received the information before it everybody has received the information before it cancan proceedproceed

delay from original delay from original message transmission,message transmission, acknowledgements, acknowledgements, possible retransmissionspossible retransmissions
The source can generate updates only at a limited rateThe source can generate updates only at a limited rate
TimeTime for the communication protocol to reliably disseminate the statfor the communication protocol to reliably disseminate the state updates to the e updates to the 
remote remote nodesnodes

AA

BB

TimeTimeCurrentlyCurrently

I’m at (I’m at (10, 2010, 20)) I’m at (I’m at (15, 2515, 25))

After 100 msAfter 100 ms

A is at (A is at (10, 2010, 20))
AA

BB

Transmit
Transmit

After 200 msAfter 200 ms

AA

BBAcknowledge
Acknowledge

High Update RateHigh Update Rate
There is a delay before the state change is received by other There is a delay before the state change is received by other nodesnodes

If the If the state informationstate information is updated often, it might be updated while is updated often, it might be updated while the previousthe previous update update 
messages are still on the waymessages are still on the way

Whilst someWhilst some nodesnodes see new see new values,values, others may still see older others may still see older onesones

Because of the inherent transmission delay, Because of the inherent transmission delay, oneone cannot update the shared state frequently and cannot update the shared state frequently and 
still ensure that all remote hosts have already received all prestill ensure that all remote hosts have already received all previous state updatesvious state updates

SS

TradeTrade--off Spectrumoff Spectrum
Available network bandwidth must be allocated betweenAvailable network bandwidth must be allocated between

messages for updating the messages for updating the state information andstate information and
messages for maintaining a consistent view of messages for maintaining a consistent view of thethe state informationstate information

amongamong participants.participants.

AbsoluteAbsolute
consistencyconsistency

HighHigh
update rateupdate rate

The The tradetrade--offoff spectrumspectrum

Relay ModelRelay Model

nodenode

locallocal

networknetwork

globalglobal

relayrelay

TwoTwo--Way RelayWay Relay

ff

gg

iilocallocal

oolocallocal iiglobalglobal

ooglobalglobal
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ShortShort--Circuit RelayCircuit Relay

ff

gg

iilocallocal

oolocallocal iiglobalglobal

ooglobalglobal

hh

ScalabilityScalability
ability to adapt resource changesability to adapt resource changes

supporting a varying amount of human playerssupporting a varying amount of human players
allocating synthetic playersallocating synthetic players

Amdahl’s LawAmdahl’s Law
time required by serially executed parts cannot be reduced by time required by serially executed parts cannot be reduced by 
parallel computationparallel computation
theoretical speedup:theoretical speedup:

SS((nn) = ) = TT(1) / (1) / TT((nn)  ≤  )  ≤  TT(1) / ((1) / (TT(1) / (1) / nn) = ) = nn
execution time has a serial part execution time has a serial part TTss and parallel part and parallel part TTpp

TTss + + TTpp = 1= 1
αα = = TTss / (/ (TTss + + TTpp))

speedup with optimal serialization:speedup with optimal serialization:
SS((nn) = () = (TTss + + TTpp) / () / (TTss + + TTpp//nn)  )  ≤≤ 1/1/αα

example: example: αα = 0.05 = 0.05 ⇒⇒ SS((nn) ) ≤≤ 20 20 

Serial and Parallel ExecutionSerial and Parallel Execution
ideally everything should be calculated in parallelideally everything should be calculated in parallel

everybody plays their game regardless of otherseverybody plays their game regardless of others

if there is communication, there are serially executed partsif there is communication, there are serially executed parts
the players must agree on the sequence of eventsthe players must agree on the sequence of events

Interaction in a Multiplayer GameInteraction in a Multiplayer Game

player 1

player 2

player 3

time

TurnTurn--based gamebased game

RealReal--time gametime game
player 1

player 2

player 3

time

Communication Capacity: ExampleCommunication Capacity: Example
clientclient--server using unicasting in a 10 Mbps Ethernet using server using unicasting in a 10 Mbps Ethernet using 
IPv6IPv6
each client sends 5 packets/s containing a 32each client sends 5 packets/s containing a 32--bit integer valuebit integer value

bits in the message: bits in the message: dd = 752 + 32= 752 + 32
update frequency: update frequency: ff = 5= 5
capacity of the communication channel: capacity of the communication channel: CC = 10= 1077

number of unicast connections: number of unicast connections: n n = ?= ?

dd ·· ff ·· nn ≤ ≤ C   C   ⇒⇒ nn ≤ 2551≤ 2551
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Communication CapacityCommunication Capacity

OO((nn))Hierarchical serverHierarchical server--networknetwork

OO((nn//mm + + mm)…)…OO((nn//mm + + mm22))PeerPeer--toto--peer serverpeer server--networknetwork

OO((nn))ClientClient--serverserver

OO((nn)…)…OO((nn22))PeerPeer--toto--peerpeer

00Single nodeSingle node

Capacity requirementCapacity requirementArchitectureArchitecture


